West Gippsland Veterans Golfers Association INC
Starter / Local Club Delegate Guidelines
Individual Event:
1. There is a requirement to set a unique access point for the collection of payment from
players. The Starters are to KEEP RECORD of payment by all players.
2. Shotgun start events the cards will be printed in advanced and grouped as per allocated
hole. A starting list is to be posted at the access point for players to check their hole
allocation.
3. Each competitor is required to check his / her own card and write /correct the information
including:
 Name
 Club
 Date
 Daily handicap
 Golf Link Number
4. The starters are required to print the course slope rating to be readily accessible by players
near the registration area.
5. The Starters and / or the Captain are to organise the playing groups taking into account cart
sharing. Groups will be sent as directed by the starter /Captain not later than the specified
starting time.
6. On completion of the round each competitor is responsible for checking his score and
returning the signed card to the “Scorers” table
7. The scorer is required to place cards in order of results in the respective A, B or C grades
8. The results will be promptly available for the Captain for all 3 grades to ensure presentation
can be undertaken within 10 minutes of the last card being handed in.
9. Starter / Delegate is responsible to ensure ALL scores are entered into GOLFLINK ASAP
after the completion of the event.

4BBB & Ambrose Event:
1. The Captain will decide how many grades will be run for 4BBB & Ambrose events and the
number of trophies will be proportional to the number of players.
2. There is a requirement to set a unique access point for the collection of payment from
players. The Starters are to KEEP RECORD of payment by all players
3. The starters are required to print the course slope rating to be readily accessible by players
near the registration area.
4. Shotgun start events the cards will be printed in advanced and grouped as per allocated
hole. A starting list is to be posted at the access point for players to check their hole
allocation. If a partner is required the STARTER will allocate partners at his discretion.
5. Competitor(s) are required to check their own card and write /correct the information
including:






Name
Club
Date
Daily handicap
Golf Link Number

6. On completion of the round competitors are responsible for checking score and returning the
signed card to the “Scorers” table and place cards in the allocated boxes A; B & C if grades
are warranted
7. The scorer is required to place cards in order of results, ensuring scores and all details
(signatures & handicaps) on the card are correct.
8. The results will be readily available for the Captain in a prompt manner to ensure
presentation can be undertaken within 10 minutes of the last card being handed in.

Note:
If a card is not completed correctly (handicap, signatures or golf link number)
as per the rules of golf, the competitor(s) will be disqualified.
STARTERS
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

CHECKERS
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

VISITORS
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….………

NEXT MONTHS EVENT ……………………..DATE……….

West Gippsland District Result Sheet
The result sheet will be filled by the Captain for the respective grades including:
Winner; Runner up; Second runner up (if applicable); NTP; Birdies on par 3; Balls DTL; Eagles
VENUE ……………………………………………………… DATE ……………………………...
NO. OF STARTERS ………………………………………..

4BBB or Ambrose
A GRADE


Winners…………………………………………………………………….



Runner-UPs ……………………………………………………………..



2 . Runner-UPs………………………………………………………..



Winners…………………………………………………………………….



Runner-UPs ……………………………………………………………..



2ND. Runner-UPs………………………………………………………..

ND

B GRADE

Individual
A GRADE


Winner ………………………………………………………………………………



Runner-UP …………………………………………………………………………..



2ND. Runner-UP ……………………………………………………………………

B GRADE


Winner ………………………………………………………………………………



Runner-UP …………………………………………………………………………



2ND. Runner-UP …………………………………………………………………

C GRADE


Winner ……………………………………………………………………………



Runner-UP ……………………………………………………………………..



2ND. Runner-UP ……………………………………………………………….

N.T.P.
Hole
Hole
Hole
Hole

BIRDIES
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

EAGLES
……………………………………………………………………………
DOWN THE LINE
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

